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IP protection in Europe is changing! Two major issues include the UK
left the EU, and the Unified Patent Court has opened its doors. Eiger
presents a panel from leading European firm Meissner Bolte to help
you navigate these changes. Featured speakers:

Florian Meyer is a partner in the Munich office with a passion for protecting computer-implemented
inventions and disruptive technology such as blockchain and neural networks. He protects designs and
brands, taking into account the special requirements of the IT industry. He also has extensive experience in
opposition, utility model cancellation and nullity proceedings and is involved in complex, cross-border
infringement proceedings.

Oliver Nilgen advises and represents national and international clients in the entire spectrum of trademark,
competition, copyright, media and design law as well as in commercial, corporate and contract law. For
many years, Oliver has been involved as a member of the design team at MARQUES, a European interest
group for brand owners, and on the GRUR design committee. As part of his GRUR committee work, he has
dealt intensively with proposals from the European Commission for forthcoming design law reforms. Oliver
is a sought-after specialist and the contact person for clients for all questions relating to European
trademark and design law.

Sam Giles is the director of Meissner Bolte’s UK office in Yorkshire. Sam has a technical background in
physics and extensive experience of working directly with clients to protect their innovation. He has
particular expertise working with UK-based SME’s to develop IP strategies that provide commercially
valuable protection while minimizing cost. Sam is a chartered UK patent attorney and a European patent
attorney, and also works with his clients to protect their designs in the UK.

Meissner Bolte offers full service protection of industrial property rights for innovative companies at home and abroad.
The firm has more than 80 highly qualified patent attorneys and lawyers working together using their combined legal
expertise to protect and defend creative accomplishments, technical innovations,
unique products and valuable methods. Their fully staffed offices feature specialists in
British, German and European IP law.

Attend at the Eiger firm office in Taipei or online!
Register by email: aria.chou@eiger.law or call at
+886 2 2771 0086.
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